The effect of 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) on leukemic cells from chronic B cell leukemia.
It is not clear whether cells from various chronic B cell leukemias including B-chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), CLL in prolymphocytoid transformation (CLL-PLT), B-prolymphocytic leukemia (PLL), and hairy cell leukemia (HCL) simply represent different stages of a single B cell differentiation pathway. Furthermore, it is not known whether cells from any given B cell leukemia are characterized by the same population during the differentiation process. Differentiation of various B cell leukemic cells was induced by 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA), and the resulting changes in their morphology, cytoplasmic immunoglobulin (clg), and cytochemistry were evaluated. With respect to peculiar morphological change, i.e. extending long thin processes (spreading) and the appearance of clg, each sample showed different responses. According to these two indices samples were classified into three groups; spread+ clg- samples (one case of CLL-PLT, all HCL), spread+ clg+ samples (one of CLL, one of CLL-PLT), and spread- clg+ samples (a majority of CLL, one of CLL-PLT, and all PLL). Unexpectedly, both CLL and CLL-PLT consisted of heterogenous populations as to the reactivity to TPA. In the process of TPA-induced differentiation in CLL cells, features similar to those of HCL cells were not found. Since three different TPA-induced response patterns were observed in each chronic B cell leukemia type, it was not possible to sequentially assign each of these leukemias along a single B cell differentiation pathway. In order to explain this result, we introduced the hypothesis that these groups might be divided into different lineages in B cell differentiation. Since TPA-induced spreading cells were present in the B cell fraction of normal peripheral blood mononuclear cells, this morphological change should not be associated with malignant transformation.